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[Verse #1] 
I'm cruzin' down the street 
Bumpin' my beats (Hey, hey!) 
Stopped at a red-light. 
In my rearview I see 
Something moving closely 
Up to this red-light. 
What did I see? 
This sexy lady on a motor bike. 
Then, she zoomed by me, 
Cause I forgot about the green light. 
So! 

I hit the gas. 
Started chasin' after her. 
I was movin' fast, 
Doin' anything 2 catch her. 

[Chorus] 
Cause when I saw her zoom by, 
Her eyes were on me. 
I asked her for the green light, 
So I could feel her fantasies. 
But she said, it's no need for us to rush, 
No need for us to rush (5x). 
(Hey!) 

[Verse #2] 
She makes a left turn, (Hey!) 
Into a parking structure. 
I make a left turn, (Hey!) 
Following right behind her. 

She waves me says, 
Boy come a little closer. 
I move her way but she, 
Moves a little farther. So. 

I hit the gas. 
Started chasin' after her. 
I was movin' fast, 
Doin' anything 2 catch her. 
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[Repeat Chorus] 

[Rap] 
Like it's rush hour, 
Me & my whip looking like we just showered. 
Now we at the club, if you want we can get in. 
I just need the green light, call me john legend.
(Zoom!) 
She went ahead of me & grabbed my hand. 
She was like tonight you are gonna' be my man. 
Follow my plan, but I do not one night stand. 
I'm like, ain't no need to worry I don't hurry. 
I take it slow kinda like the cops are behind me. 
Yellow light girl I obey the law. I see. 
Even though it's night, no high beams. 
We'll hit the freeway lata, you know what I mean. 

[Repeat Chorus]
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